Community Ecology
Reference Lists (for exams and interest)

* = mentioned in class or discussions

Basic Concepts of Community Ecology


Interactions and Interaction Strengths


**Top-Down vs Bottom-Up Control of Community Structure**

**Trophic Cascades vs Resources**

NOTE: Lots of papers here: I’ve included some older, seminal papers in the debate and some interesting recent papers and books.


### Diversity and Stability


Intermediate Disturbance
(a major sub-topic of diversity/stability)


**Community Genetics**


NOTE: There are many other topics in community ecology that I didn’t have a chance to cover in 200b (e.g., island biogeography, comparing communities, details of interactions, paleoecology, landscape ecology, succession, effects of invasive species and climate change). See me for references if you are interested in further reading, or take my Community Ecology course (247).